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DV also continues to conduct testing and certification to complement the efforts of the IAB TechLab to maximize the 
accuracy and quality of OM SDK-integrated supply sources with partners. While the IAB Tech Lab conducts functional tests, 
DoubleVerify offers extensive volume tests to ensure measurement is still compatible when in live environments.

OM SDK Q2 2019 UPDATE

The IAB TechLab’s Open Measurement Software Development Kit (OM SDK) is designed to facilitate third-party viewability and 
verification measurement for ads served to mobile app environments without requiring integration of measurement SDKs from 
multiple ad verification providers. DV is dedicated to supporting the OM SDK initiative, and continues to advocate for 
adoption—working to streamline and automate processes that make integration simple and convenient for demand and supply 
partners alike. This report provides an update on DV and the industry’s progress in adopting this new solution.

Impact on DV’s Measurement
DV promotes targeting of OM SDK inventory among demand-side clients and partners, while assisting with the integration 
of the OM SDK on the supply side. As of Q2 2019, the volume of total DV OM SDK measured mobile app impressions 
increased by 59.5% quarter-over-quarter. 

The impact across DV’s inventory has been positive:

We expect these numbers to climb as adoption grows. 

Contact sales@doubleverify.com or Visit us at doubleverify.com to learn more.



IAB Adoption and Certification
Wide industry support has been expressed for the IAB Tech Lab’s Open 
Measurement SDK certification program that ensures all parties who are 
implementing the OM SDK are using it correctly and uniformly. The IAB Tech Lab 
offers a compliance service to ensure that the OM SDK integration is implemented 
successfully and that it will work with all measurement provider tags. This 
certification process includes functionality and scenario testing before validating 
the integration. So far, 43 companies have been certified by the IAB Tech Lab, a 
59% increase since Q1 2019. 

A full list can be found on the IAB TechLab site: 
https://iabtechlab.com/compliance-programs/compliant-companies/

Benefits of OM SDK 
A single source SDK creates for a more collaborative effort for the industry, making adoption easier for publishers and app 
developers and measurement more accurate and impactful for advertisers. Adoption of the OM SDK reduces measurement 
inconsistencies for mobile apps, making it easier for advertisers to get consistent media quality signals across 
environments. When publishers and app developers adopt the OM SDK, it:

    • Eliminates individual customized and proprietary solutions (black box solutions), which facilitates
         adoption, innovation, and troubleshooting

    • Improves accuracy and performance, making measurement services more efficient

    • Improves user experiences, reducing the native app footprint and memory utilization

    • Improves developer experiences, reducing integration timelines and ongoing maintenance efforts 

    • Streamlines data and reduces dependencies, providing equal data access to all vendors

DV’s Involvement in the Open Measurement Working Group 
Since its inception in October 2017, DV has been part of the IAB Tech Lab’s Open Measurement Working Group which 
manages the creation and adoption of the Open Measurement Software Development Kit (OM SDK). The OM SDK facilitates 
third-party viewability and verification measurement for ads served to mobile app environments, without requiring multiple 
ad verification service providers’ Software Development Kit (SDK). 

The OM SDK is designed to provide viewability data to publishers, including the number of ad views, time viewed, 
impressions served, percentage in view and video events, as well as quartile progression. In addition, the OM SDK provides 
some non-viewability data points like app BundleID, operating system, and device type that enable measurement providers 
to more accurately identify supply sources. 
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Key Updates from the IAB

• 30-95% range of inventory coverage  
   for networks: Inmobi, Gameloft, 
   AdColony, Smaato

• Premium apps using OM SDK: Hulu, 
   Flipboard, Pandora, NBC, 
   ABC/Disney (in progress) 

• International Adoption: Bytedance, 
   Pokkt (India), Display.io (EU), Teads 
   (EU). MEssomedia (Korea), Adtima 
   (S.E. Asia), NABD (Mideast), Smart 
   News (Japan)

LET’S CONNECT If you would like to learn more about the OM SDK and 
DV’s efforts to promote adoption, please contact Sales@DoubleVerify.com

Google Integrates OM SDK
Google recently made in-app inventory more measurable through the IAB Tech Lab’s Open Measurement standard, 
integrating the Open Measurement Software Development Kit (SDK) into both its Google Mobile Ads (GMA) and Interactive 
Mobile Ads (IMA) SDKs. The result is that buyers of this inventory can now measure viewability using independent, 
third-party providers.


